We propose a new O(n)-space implementation of the GKO-Cauchy algorithm for the solution of linear systems where the coefficient matrix is Cauchy-like. Moreover, this new algorithm makes a more efficient use of the processor cache memory; for matrices of size larger than n ≈ 500 − 1000, it outperforms the customary GKO algorithm.
Introduction
Several classes of algorithms for the numerical solution of Toeplitz-like linear systems exist in the literature. We refer the reader to [20] for an extended introduction on this topic, with descriptions of each method and plenty of citations to the relevant papers, and only summarize them in the following O(n log 2 n) O(n) leading constant may be large; may be unstable in the nonsymmetric case The Levinson algorithm is known to be unstable even for large classes of symmetric positive definite matrices [6] ; stabilization techniques such as look-ahead may raise the computational cost from O(n 2 ) to O(n 3 ) or from O(n log 2 n) to O(n 2 ). A mixed approach like the one in the classical FORTRAN code by Chan and Hansen [11] bounds the complexity growth, but may fail to remove the instability. The GKO algorithm is generally stabler [9] , even though in limit cases the growth of the coefficients appearing in the Cauchy-like generators may lead to instability. Though superfast Toeplitz solvers have a lower computational cost, when the system matrix is nonsymmetric and ill-conditioned O(n 2 ) algorithms such as the GKO algorithm [9] are still attractive.
In this paper we will deal with the GKO algorithm. It is composed of two steps: reduction of the Toeplitz matrix to a Cauchy-like matrix with displacement rank r = 2, which takes O(n) memory locations, and O(n log n) ops, and actual solution of the Cauchy-like system via a generalized Schur algorithm, which takes O(n 2 ) ops and O(n 2 ) auxiliary memory locations. In 1994, Kailath and Chun [14] showed that it is possible to express the solution of a linear system with Cauchy-like matrix as the Schur complement of a certain structured augmented matrix. In 2006, in a paper on Cauchy-like least squares problems, G. Rodriguez exploited this idea to design a variation of GKO using only O(n) memory locations.
In the first part of the present paper, we will provide an alternative O(n)-space implementation of the Schur Cauchy-like system solution algorithm, having several desirable computational properties.
Moreover, in some applications, a special kind of partially reconstructible Cauchy-like matrices appear, i.e., those in which the main diagonal is not reconstructible. We shall call them Trummer-like, as they are associated with Trummer's problem [8] . We will show how the O(n)-storage algorithms adapt nicely to this case, allowing one to develop an integrated algorithm for their fast inversion. In particular, one of the key steps in order to obtain a full representation of their inverse is the calculation of diag(T −1 ) for a given Trummer-like T .
Structure of the paper In section 2, we will recall the concept of displacement operators, Cauchy-like and Trummer-like matrices. In sections 3 and 4 we will study respectively the original GKO algorithm and its first O(n)-space variant due to Rodriguez [1] , [18] . In section 5 we will introduce and analyze our new O(n)-space variant. In section 6 we will deal with system solving and matrix inversion for Trummer-like matrices. Finally, section 7 is dedicated to showing some numerical experiments that confirm the effectiveness of our approach, and section 8 contains some conclusive remarks.
Basic definitions
Indexing and notation We will make use of some handy matrix notations taken from FORTRAN and Matlab R . When M is a matrix, the symbol M i:j,k:ℓ denotes the submatrix formed by rows i to j and columns k to ℓ of M , including extremes. The index i is a shorthand for i : i, and : alone is a shorthand for 1 : n, where n is the maximum index allowed for that row/column. A similar notation is used for vectors. When v ∈ C n is a vector, the symbol diag(v) denotes the diagonal matrix D ∈ C n×n such that D i,i = v i . On the other hand, when M ∈ C n×n is a square matrix, diag(M ) denotes the (column) vector with entries M 1,1 , M 2,2 , . . . , M n,n .
Throughout the paper, we shall say that a vector s ∈ C n is injective if s i = s j for all i, j = 1, 2, . . . , n such that i = j. In the numerical experiments, we will denote by · the Euclidean 2-norm for vectors and the Frobenius norm for matrices. Displacement operators and Cauchy-like matrices Let t, s ∈ C n . We shall denote by ∇ t,s the operator C n×n → C n×n which maps M to
A matrix C ∈ C n×n is said Cauchy-like (with displacement rank r) if there are vectors s, t and matrices G ∈ C n×r , B ∈ C r×n such that
Notice that if we allow r = n, then any matrix is Cauchy-like. In the applications, we are usually interested in cases in which r ≪ n, since the computational cost of all the involved algorithms depends on r.
A Cauchy-like matrix is called a quasi-Cauchy matrix if r = 1, and Cauchy matrix if G * = B = (1, 1, . . . , 1). Usually, it is assumed that the operator ∇ t,s is nonsingular, or equivalently, t i = s j for all pairs i, j. Under this assumption, the elements of C can be written explicitly as
thus C can be fully recovered from G, B, t and s. Otherwise, the latter formula only holds for the entries C ij such that t i = s j , and C is said to be partially reconstructible. The matrices G and B are called the generators of C, and the elements of t and s are called nodes. The vectors t and s are called node vectors, or displacement vectors.
Trummer-like matrices In section 6, we will deal with the case in which t = s is injective, that is, when the non-reconstructible elements are exactly the ones belonging to the main diagonal. We will use ∇ s as a shorthand for ∇ s,s . If ∇ s (T ) = GB has rank r, a matrix T will be called Trummer-like (with displacement rank r). Notice that a Trummer-like matrix can be fully recovered from G, B, s, and d = diag(T ). Trummer-like matrices are related to interpolation problems [8] , and may arise from the transformation of Toeplitz and similar displacement structure [15] , or directly from the discretization of differential problems [3] .
Overview of the GKO Schur step
Derivation The fast LU factorization of a Cauchy-like matrix C is based on the following lemma.
Lemma 1. [16] Let
satisfy the displacement equation (1) , and suppose C 1,1 nonsingular. Then its Schur complement C (2) = C 2:n,2:n −C 2:n,1 C 1,1
with
Using this lemma, we can construct the LU factorization of C with O(n 2 ) floating point operations (ops). The algorithm goes on as follows. Given G (1) = G, B
(1) = B, and the two vectors s and t, recover the pivot C 1,1 , the first row C 1,2:n and the first column C 2:n,1 of C using the formula (2) . This allows to calculate easily the first row of U as C 1,1 C 1,2:n and the first column of L as 1 C T 2:n,1 C 1,1 −1 T . Then use equations (3) to obtain the generators G (2) and B (2) of the Schur complement C (2) of C. Repeat the algorithm setting G ← G (2) , B ← B (2) , s ← s 2:n and t ← t 2:n to get the second row of U and the second column of L, and so on. A simple implementation is outlined in Algorithm 1. Note that for the sake of clarity we used two different variables L and U ; in fact, it is a widely used technique to have them share the same n × n array, since only the upper triangular part of the matrix is actually used in U , and only the strictly lower triangular part in L. When the LU factorization is Algorithm 1 LU factorization of Cauchy-like matrices [9] Require: G ∈ C n×r , B ∈ C r×n , t, s ∈ C n {generators of the matrix} {temporary variables: L, U ∈ C n×n (can share the same storage space)}
only used for the solution of a linear system in the form Cx = b, with b ∈ C n×m , it is a common technique to avoid constructing explicitly L, computing instead L −1 b on-the-fly as the successive columns of L are computed. This is also possible with the GKO algorithm, as shown in Algorithm 2.
Comments Notice that Algorithm 2 includes partial pivoting. Its total cost is (4r + 2m + 1)n 2 + o(n 2 ) ops, when applied to a matrix C with displacement rank r and an n × m right-hand side. The algorithm works whenever C is a completely reconstructible Cauchy matrix; if it is not the case, when the number of non-reconstructible entries is small, the algorithm can be modified to store and update them separately, see e.g. Kailath and Olshevsky [15] or section 6.
However, there is an important drawback in Algorithm 2: while the size of the input and output data is O(n) (for small values of m and r), O(n 2 ) memory locations of temporary storage are needed along the algorithm to store U . Therefore, for large values of n the algorithm cannot be effectively implemented on a computer because it does not fit in the RAM.
Moreover, another important issue is caching. Roughly speaking, a personal computer has about 512 kb-8 Mb of cache memory, where the most recently accessed locations of RAM are copied. Accessing a non-cached memory location is an order of magnitude slower than a cached one. The real behavior of a modern processor is more complicated than this simple model, due to the presence of Algorithm 2 Solving a system Cx = b with implicit L factor and pivoting [9] Require: G ∈ C n×r , B ∈ C r×n , t, s ∈ C n {generators of the matrix} Require: b ∈ C n×m {right-hand side} {temporary variables:
for all ℓ = k to n q ← argmax ℓ=k,k+1,...,n |l ℓ | {Finds pivot position} p ← l q {pivot} if p=0 then print 'error: singular matrix' end if swap l k and l q ; x k,: and x q,: ; G k,: and G q,:
Gn,:B:,n tn−sn x n,: ← x n,: /U n,n {start of the back-substitution step}
several different levels of cache, each with its own performance, and instruction pipelines [13] . Nevertheless, this should highlight that when the used data do not fit anymore into the cache, saving on memory could yield a greater speedup than saving on floating point operations.
4 Low-storage version of GKO: the extended matrix approach
Derivation The following algorithm to solve the high storage issue in GKO was proposed by Rodriguez [18] in 2006, while dealing with least squares Cauchylike problems. More recently, a deeper analysis and a ready-to-use Matlab implementation were provided by Aricò and Rodriguez [1] . The approach is based on an idea that first appeared in Kailath and Chun [14] . Let us suppose that C is a completely reconstructible Cauchy-like matrix and that s is injective. The solution of the linear system Cx = b can be expressed as the Schur complement of C in the rectangular matrix
Thus, we can compute x by doing n steps of Gaussian elimination on C. Moreover, the first block column of C is a partially reconstructible Cauchy-like matrix with respect to s = t T s T T and t; therefore, while performing the Gaussian elimination algorithm, the entries of this block can be stored and updated in terms of the generators, as in Algorithm 1. Unlike the previous algorithms, we may discard the rows of U and columns of L as soon as they are computed, keeping only the generators. Instead, the entries in the second block column are computed with customary Gaussian elimination and stored along all the algorithm.
The following observations, which will be needed later, should make clearer what is going on with this approach.
Since for each choice of b (and thus of y = L −1 b) Z i,k and W i,k are unchanged, as they only depend on C, and it holds that
the only possibility is that
We report here the resulting Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 Solving a system Cx = b with the extended matrix algorithm [1] Require: G ∈ C n×r , B ∈ C r×n , t, s ∈ C n {generators of the matrix}
print 'error: singular matrix' end if swap l k and l q ; x k,: and x q,: ; G k,: and G q,: ; t k and t q u ℓ ←
Comments It is worth mentioning that several nice properties notably simplify the implementation.
• The partial reconstructibility of C is not an issue. If the original matrix C is fully reconstructible and s is injective, then the non-reconstructible entries of C are the ones in the form C(n + k, k) for k = 1, . . . , n, that is, the ones in which the −1 entries of the −I block initially lie. It is readily shown that whenever the computation of such entries is required, their value is the initial one of −1.
• At each step of the algorithm, the storage of only n rows of G and of the right block column x is required: at step k, we only need the rows with indices from k to n + k − 1 (as the ones below are still untouched by the algorithm, and the ones above are not needed anymore). It is therefore possible to reuse the temporary variables to store the rows modulo n, thus halving the storage space needed for some of the matrices.
• Pivoting can be easily included without destroying the block structure by acting only on the rows belonging to the first block row of C.
Algorithm 3 uses (6r + 2m + 3 2 )n 2 + o(n 2 ) floating point operations, and it can be implemented so that the input variables G, B, t, b are overwritten during the algorithm, with x overwriting b, so that it only requires 2n memory locations of extra storage (to keep l and u).
As we stated above, for the algorithm to work we need the additional assumption that s is injective, i.e., s i = s j for all j. This is not restrictive when working with Cauchy-like matrices derived from Toeplitz matrices or from other displacement structured matrices; in fact, in this case the entries s i are the n complex nth roots of a fixed complex number, thus not only are they different, but their differences s i − s j can be easily bounded from below, which is important to improve the stability of the algorithm. This is a common assumption when dealing with Cauchy matrices, since a Cauchy (or quasi-Cauchy) matrix is nonsingular if and only if x and y are injective. For Cauchy-like matrices this does not hold, but the injectivity of the two vectors is still related to the singularity of the matrix: for instance, we have the following result. Proof. Consider the submatrix C ′ formed by the r +1 columns of C with indices i 1 , . . . , i r+1 . It is the product of the two matrices
Therefore C ′ (and thus C) cannot have full rank.
Low-storage version of GKO: the downdating approach
Derivation In this section, we shall describe a different algorithm to solve a Cauchy-like system using only O(n) locations of memory. Our plan is to perform the first for loop in Algorithm 2 unchanged, thus getting y = L −1 b, but discarding the computed entries of U which would take O(n 2 ) memory locations, and then to recover them via additional computations on the generators.
For the upper triangular system U x = y to be solved incrementally by backsubstitution, we need the entry of the matrix U to be available one row at a time, starting from the last one, and after the temporary value y = L −1 b has been computed, that is, after the whole LU factorization has been performed.
Let G (k) (B (k) ) denote the contents of the variable G (resp. B) after step k. The key idea is trying to undo the transformations performed on B step by step, trying to recover B (k) from B (k+1) . Because of the way in which the generators are updated in Algorithms 1 and 2, the first row of G (k) and the first column of B (k) are kept in memory untouched by iterations k + 1, . . . , n of the GKO algorithm. Thus we can use them in trying to undo the kth step of Gaussian elimination.
Let us suppose we know B (k+1) , i.e., the contents of the second generator B after the (k + 1)st step of Gaussian elimination, and the values of G :,k , which are written in G and B by the kth step of Gaussian elimination and afterwards unmodified (since the subsequent steps of Algorithm 2 do not use those memory locations anymore).
We start from the second equation of (3) and (2) for the kth row of U , written using the colon notation for indices.
:,ℓ from the first into the second, and using the k = ℓ case of the latter to deal with U k,k , we get
and thus
The above equations allow one to recover the value of B
:,ℓ for all ℓ > k using only B :,k as requested. By applying the method just described repeatedly for k = n − 1, n − 2, . . . , 1, we are able to recover one at a time the contents of B (n−1) , B (n−2) , . . . , B (1) , which were computed (and then discarded) in the first phase of the algorithm. I.e., at each step we "downdate" B to its previous value, reversing the GKO step. In the meantime, we get at each step k = n − 1, n − 2, . . . , 1 the kth row of U . In this way, the entries of U are computed in a suitable way to solve the system U x = y incrementally by back-substitution.
We report here the resulting Algorithm 4.
Comments Notice that pivoting only affects the first phase of the algorithm, since the whole reconstruction stage can be performed on the pivoted version of C without additional row exchanges. This algorithm has the same computational cost, (6r + 2m + 3 2 )n 2 + o(n 2 ), and needs the same number of memory locations, 2n, as the extended matrix approach. Moreover, they both need the additional property that s be injective, as an s k − s ℓ denominator appears in (4). These facts may lead one to suspect that they are indeed the same algorithm. However, it is to be noted the two
Algorithm 4 Solving a system
Gn,:B:,n tn−sn x n,: ← x n,: /u n {start of the back-substitution step}
algorithms notably differ in the way in which the system U x = y is solved: in the extended matrix approach we solve this system by accumulating the explicit multiplication U −1 y, while in the downdating approach we solve it by back-substitution.
Several small favorable details suggest adopting the latter algorithm:
• With the extended matrix approach, we do not get any entry of x before the last step. On the other hand, with the downdating approach, as soon as the first for cycle is completed, we get x n , and then after one step of the downdating part we get x n−1 , and so on, getting one new component of the solution at each step. This is useful because in the typical use of this algorithm on Toeplitz matrices, x is the Fourier transform of a "meaningful" vector, such as one representing a signal, or an image, or the solution to an equation. Using the correct ordering, the last entries of a Fourier transform can be used to reconstruct a lower-sampled preview of the original data, with no additional computational overhead, see e.g. Walker [21] . Thus with this approach we can provide an approximate solution after only the first part of the algorithm is completed.
• In the extended matrix version, each step of the algorithm updates O(nr) memory locations. Instead, in the downdating version, for each k, the (n − k)th and (n + k)th step work on O(kr) memory locations. Therefore, the "innermost" iterations take only a small amount of memory and thus fit better into the processor cache. This is a desirable behavior similar to the one of cache-oblivious algorithms [7] .
• In exact arithmetic, at the end of the algorithm the second generator B of the matrix C is reconstructed as it was before the algorithm. In floating point arithmetic, this can be used as an a posteriori accuracy test: if one or more entries of the final values of B are not close to their initial value, then there was a noticeable algorithmic error.
Computations with Trummer-like matrices
A special class of Cauchy-like matrices which may arise in application [8, 15, 3, 4] is that of Trummer-like matrices, i.e., those for which the two node vectors coincide (t = s) and are injective. The partial reconstructibility of these matrices requires special care to be taken in the implementation of the solution algorithms. The O(n)-storage algorithms we have presented can be adapted to deal with this case. Moreover, it is a natural request to ask for an algorithm that computes the generators of T −1 given those of T . Such an algorithm involves three different parts: the solution of a linear system with matrix T and multiple right-hand side; the solution of a similar system with matrix T * , and the computation of diag(T −1 ). We will show that an adaptation of the algorithm presented in section 4 can perform all three at the same time, fully exploiting the fact that these three computations share a large part of the operations involved.
Theoretical results
The following results, which are readily proved by expanding the definition of ∇ s on both sides, are simply the adaptation of classical results on displacement ranks (see e.g. Heinig and Rost [12] ) to the Trummerlike case. Notice the formal similarity with the derivative operator.
Theorem 4. Let A, B ∈ C
n×n , and let r(X) = rk ∇ s (A).
∇ s (A + B) = ∇ s (A) + ∇ s (B), so r(A + B) ≤ r(A) + r(B).

∇ s (AB) = ∇ s (A)B + A ∇ s (B), so r(AB) ≤ r(A) + r(B).
∇ s (A
As we saw in section 2, a Trummer-like matrix can be completely reconstructed by knowing only the node vector s, the generators G and B, and its diagonal d = diag(T ). In this section, we are interested in implementing fasti.e., using O(n 2 ) ops-and space-efficient-i.e., using O(n) memory locationsmatrix-vector and matrix-matrix operations involving Trummer-like matrices stored in this form.
Matrix-vector product For the matrix-vector product, all we have to do is reconstructing one row at a time of the matrix T and then computing the customary matrix-vector product via the usual formula (T v) i = j T ij v j . Approximate algorithms for the computation of the Trummer-like matrix-vector product with O(n log 2 n) ops also exist, see e.g. Bini and Pan [2] .
Matrix-matrix operations
The matrix product between two Trummer-like matrices T and S is easy to implement: let G T and B T (resp. G S and B S ) be the generators of T (resp. S); then, by Theorem 4, the generators of T S are
while diag(T S) can be computed in O(n 2 ) by recovering at each step one row of T and one column of S and computing their dot product. Sums are similar: the generators of S + T are
and its diagonal is
Linear systems Linear system solving is less obvious. Kailath and Olshevsky [15] suggested the following algorithm: the GKO Gaussian elimination is performed, but at the same time the computed row U k,k:n and column L k:n,k are used to update the diagonal d to the diagonal of the Schur complement, according to the customary Gaussian elimination formula
It is easy to see that this strategy can be adapted to both the extended matrix and the downdating version of the algorithm, thus allowing one to implement GKO with O(n) storage also for this class of matrices. However, a more delicate issue is pivoting. Kailath and Olshevsky do not deal with the general case, since they work with symmetric matrices and with a symmetric kind of pivoting that preserves the diagonal or off-diagonal position of the entries. Let us consider the pivoting operation before the kth step of Gaussian elimination, which consists in choosing an appropriate row q and exchanging the kth and qth rows. The main issue here is that the two nonreconstructible entries that were in position T kk and T, now are in positions T qk and T kq . This requires special handling in the construction of the kth row in the Gaussian elimination step, but luckily it does not affect the successive steps of the algorithm, since the kth column and row are not used from step k + 1 onwards. On the other hand, the entry T, which used to be non-reconstructible before pivoting, is now reconstructible. We may simply ignore this fact, store it in d and update it with the formula (6) as if it were not reconstructible. The algorithm is given here as Algorithm 5.
A similar modification is also possible with the extended matrix version of the algorithm -we shall see it in more detail in the next paragraph. T . In fact, notice that F depends only on the generators of the inverse; therefore, after computing them, one could choose any vector v for which T −1 v has already been computed (e.g., G :,1 ) and solve for the entries of f in the equation
This solution was attempted in [4] , but was found to have unsatisfying numerical properties.
We shall present here a different solution based on the observations of Theorem 2, that will allow us to compute the diagonal together with the inversion algorithm. Let us ignore pivoting in this first stage of the discussion. Notice that the last part of Theorem 2 shows us a way to compute (U −1 ) 1:k,k at the kth step of the extended matrix algorithm. Our plan is to find a similar way to get (L −1 ) k,1:k at the same step, so that we can compute the sums
one summand at each step, accumulating the result in a temporary vector.
The following result holds.
Lemma 5. Let T be Trummer-like with generators G and B, nodes s and diagonal d, T = LU be its LU factorization, and D = diag(p)
, where p i = U i,i are the pivots.
The LU factorization of T * , the transpose conjugate of T , is (U
* D −1 )(DL * ).
The matrix T * is Trummer-like with nodes s, diagonal d and generators B
* and G * .
3. Let G (k) and B (k) be the content of the variables G and B after the kth step of the GKO algorithm on T , andḠ (k) andB (k) be the content of the same variables after the same step of the GKO algorithm on T * . Then,
Proof. The matrices U * D −1 and DL * are respectively unit lower triangular and upper triangular. Thus the first part holds by the uniqueness of the LU factorization. The second part is clear, and the last one follows by writing down the formula (3) for T and T * .
Therefore, there is much in common between the GKO algorithm on T and T * , and the two can be carried on simultaneously saving a great part of the computations involved. Moreover, in the same way as we obtain (U −1 ) 1:k,k , we may also get at the kth step its equivalent for T * , i.e., ((DL
Since p k , the kth pivot, is also known, this allows to recover (L −1 ) k,1:k . Thus we have shown a way to recover both (U −1 ) 1:k,k and (L −1 ) k,1:k at the kth step of the extended matrix algorithm, and this allows to compute the kth summand of (7) for each i.
Pivoting How does pivoting affect this scheme for the computation of diag(T −1 )? If T = P LU , formula (7) becomes
The permutation matrix P , of which we already have to keep track during the algorithm, acts on L −1 by scrambling the column indices i, so this does not affect our ability to reconstruct the diagonal, as we still have all the entries needed to compute the kth summand at each step k. We only need to take care of the order in which the elements of (U −1 ) 1:k,k and (L −1 ) k,1:k are paired in (8). The complete algorithm, which includes pivoting, is reported here as Algorithm 6.
Comments It is worth noting with the same run of the GKO algorithm we can compute diag(T −1 ) and solve linear systems with matrices T and T * , as the two algorithms share many of their computations. In particular, the solutions of the two systems giving T −1 G and BT −1 , which are the generators of T −1 , are computed by the algorithm with no additional effort: the transformations on G and B needed to solve them are exactly the ones that are already performed by the factorization algorithm. Also observe that, since the computation of (T −1 ) i,i spans steps i to n, while d i is needed from step 1 to step i, we may reuse the vector d to store the diagonal of the inverse. The resulting algorithm has a total computational cost of (8r + 2m 1 + 2m 2 + 5)n 2 ops, if we solve at the same time a system T x = b with b ∈ C n×m1 and a system yT = c with c ∈ C m2×n (otherwise just set m 1 = 0 and/or m 2 = 0). The only extra storage space needed is that used for u, l and σ, i.e., the space required to store 2n real numbers and n integer indices.
Another observation is that we did not actually make use of the fact that the diagonal of T is non-reconstructible: in principle, this approach works even if C is a Cauchy matrix with respect to two different node vectors t and s. This might be useful in cases in which we would rather not compute explicitly the diagonal elements, e.g. because t i − s i is very small, and thus would lead to ill-conditioning.
Numerical experiments
Speed measurements The speed experiments were performed on a FOR-TRAN 90 implementation of the proposed algorithms. The compiler used was the lf95 FORTRAN compiler version 6.20c, with command-line options -o2 -tp4 -lblasmtp4. The experiments took place on two different computers:
C1 a machine equipped with four Intel R Xeon TM 2.80Ghz CPUs, each equipped with 512kb of L2 cache, and 6 GB of RAM. Since we did not develop a parallel implementation, only one of the processors was actually used for the computations.
C2 a machine equipped with one Intel R Pentium R 4 2.80Ghz CPU with 1024kb of L2 cache, and 512Mb of RAM.
As an indicative comparison with a completely different algorithm, with different stability characteristics, we also reported the computational time for the solution of a (different!) Toeplitz system of the same size with the classical TOMS729 routine from Chan and Hansen, which is a Levinson-based Toeplitz solver. For C1, we reported the times of the Matlab backslash solver as a further comparison.
The results are shown in For small values of n, the winner among the GKO variants is the traditional O(n 2 )-space algorithm, due to its lower computational cost of (4r + 2m + 1)n 2 instead of (6r + 2m + 3 2 )n 2 (for these tests, r = 2, m = 1). As the dimension of the problem increases, cache efficiency starts to matter, and the traditional algorithm becomes slower than its counterparts. This happens starting from n ≈ 256 − 512. Quick calculations show that the memory occupation of the full n × n matrix is 512kb for n = 256 and 2Mb for n = 512, so the transition takes indeed place when the O(n 2 ) algorithm starts to suffer from cache misses.
The three GKO variants are slower than TOMS729; this is also due to the fact that the implementation of the latter is more mature than the GKO solvers we developed for this test; it uses internally several low-level optimizations such as specialized BLAS routines with loop unrolling.
Accuracy measurements For the accuracy experiments, we chose four test problems, the first two inspired from Boros, Kailath and Olshevsky [5] , the third taken from Gohberg, Kailath and Olshevsky [9] , and the fourth from Sweet [19] (with a slight modification).
P1 is a Cauchy-like matrix with r = 2, nodes t i = a + ib, s j = jb for a = 1 and b = 2, and generators G and B such that
It is an example of a well-conditioned Cauchylike matrix; in fact, for n = 512, its condition number (estimated with the Matlab R function condest) is 4E+02, and for n = 4096 it is 1.3E+03.
P2 is the same matrix but with a = 1 and b = −0.3. It is an ill-conditioned Cauchy like matrix; in fact, the condition number estimate is 1E+17 for n = 512 and 5E+20 for n = 4096.
P3 is the Gaussian Toeplitz matrix [9] , i.e., the Toeplitz matrix defined by
2 , with size n = 512 and different choices of the parameter a ∈ (0, 1). It is an interesting test case, since it is a matrix for which the Levinson-based Toeplitz solvers are unstable [9] . Its condition number estimate is 7E+09 for a = .90 and 3E+14 for a = 0.93.
P4 is a Cauchy-like matrix for which generator growth is expected to occur [19] . We chose n = 128, the same nodes as P1, and generators defined
T , where ε = 10 −12 and a, f, g are three vectors with random entries uniformly distributed between 0 and 1 (generated with the Matlab rand function). Notice that the absolute values of the entries of GB is about 1e-12, and their relative accuracy is about 1e-04.
For P1 and P2, we chose several different values of n, for each of them we computed the product v = Ce (where e = [11 . . . 1]
T ) with the corresponding matrix C, and applied the old and new GKO algorithms to solve the system Cx = v. We computed the relative error as err =
x − e e .
As a comparison, for P2 we also reported the accuracy of Matlab's unstructured solver (backslash), which is an O(n 3 ) algorithm based on Gaussian elimination. For P3, we solved the problem T x = v, with T the Gaussian Toeplitz matrix and v = T e, for different values of the parameter a, with several different methods: reduction to Cauchy-like form followed by one of the three GKO-Cauchy solvers presented in this papers, Matlab's backslash, and the classical Levinson Toeplitz solver TOMS729 by Chan and Hansen [11] . The errors reported in the table are computed using the formula (9) .
For P4, we generated five matrices, with the same size and parameters but different choices of the random vectors a and f . We used the same right-hand side and error formula as in the experiments P1 and P2. The condition number estimates of the matrices are reported as well.
The results are shown in Table 2 .
Comments There are no significant differences in the accuracy of the three variants of GKO. This shows that, at least in our examples, despite the larger number of operations needed, the space-efficient algorithms are as stable as the original GKO algorithm. On nearly all examples, the stability is on par with that of Matlab's backslash operator. When applied to critical Toeplitz problems, the GKO-based algorithms can achieve better stability results than the classical Levinson solver TOMS729.
In the generator growth case P4, the accuracy is very low, as expected from the theoretical bounds; nevertheless, there is no significant difference in the accuracy of the three versions.
We point out that a formal stability proof of the GKO algorithm cannot be established, since it is ultimately based on Gaussian elimination with partial pivoting, for which counterexamples to stability exist, and since in some limit cases there are other issues such as generators growth [19] : i.e., the growth of the elements of G and B (but not of L and U ) along the algorithm. However, both computational practice and theoretical analysis suggest that the GKO algorithm is in practice a reliable algorithm [17] . Several strategies, such as the one proposed by Gu [10] , exist in order to avoid generator growth, and they can be applied to both the original GKO algorithm and its space-efficient versions. The modified versions of GKO are not exempt from this stability problem, since they perform the same operations as the original one plus some others; nevertheless, when performing the numerical experiments for the present paper, we encountered no case in which the O(n)-space algorithms suffer from generator growth while the original version does not.
A posteriori accuracy test We tested on the experiment P2 the a posteriori accuracy test mentioned at the end of section 5; i.e., solving the system with the downdating approach and then comparing the values of B before and after the algorithm. In Table 3 , we report the value of the relative error B − B ′ / B , where B ′ is the value of the variable initially holding the second generator B at the end of the algorithm. We compare it with the relative residual Cx − b / b , where C and b are the system matrix and right-hand side of the experiment P2, andx is the solution computed by the downdating algorithm. At least in this experiment, the proposed test is not able to capture the instability of the algorithm; the computation of the relative residual is more accurate as an a posteriori test to estimate the accuracy of the solution.
Speed comparison with Matlab's backslash We have compared the speed of the Matlab and Fortran implementations of downdating GKO with the cost of assembling the full matrix C in Matlab and solving the system with the backslash operator. The results are in Table 4 . The experiments were performed on C1, and the version of Matlab used was 7 (R14) SP1.
The comparison is not meant to be fair: on one hand, we are testing a O(n 2 ) and a O(n 3 ) algorithm; on the other, we are comparing an interpreted program, a compiled program and a call to a native machine-code library within Matlab. Starting from n = 2048, even the Matlab version of the downdating algorithm is faster than backslash: for large values of n, the overhead of processing O(n) instructions with the Matlab interpreter is amortized.
Inversion of Trummer-like matrices We shall now turn to testing the algorithm for the structured inversion of Trummer-like matrices proposed in section 6. We chose two experiments, one with well-conditioned matrices and one with ill-conditioned ones. Notice that not all possible choices of the generators G and B are admissible for a Trummer-like matrix, since the displacement equation implies G i,: B :,i = 0 for all i.
T1
The n × n Trummer matrix T with T i,i = 1, nodes defined by s i = i/n and generators defined by G i,1 = i, G i,2 = −1, B 1,i = cos(πi/n), B i,2 = G i,1 B 1,i for all i = 1, . . . , n.
T2
The 512 × 512 diagonal-plus-rank-1 matrix depending on a parameter ε and defined by T = (1 + ε)I − uu T , with u = v/ v and v i = i/n for all i = 1, . . . , n. Its inverse can be computed explicitly as (1 + ε) −1 (I + ε −1 uu T ), and its condition number is ε −1 + 1. A diagonal-plus-rank-1 matrix is Trummer-like with r = 2 with respect to any set of nodes; in this experiment, we used the node vector defined by s i = a + ib for all i = 1, . . . , n, with a = 1, b = −0.3.
We computed the relative errors Table 5 . In both cases, the algorithm is able to reach good accuracy, compatibly with the restrictions imposed by the condition number of the matrices.
Code availability Fortran and Matlab R implementations of the algorithms presented here are available online on http://arxiv.org/e-print/0903.4569 along with the e-print of this paper.
Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a new O(n)-space version of the GKO algorithm for the solution of Cauchy-like linear systems. Despite the slightly larger number of operations needed, this algorithm succeeds in making a better use of the internal cache memory of the processor, thus providing an improvement with respect to both the customary GKO algorithm and a similar O(n)-space algorithm proposed by Rodriguez [18] , [1] . Starting from n ≈ 500 − 1000, the algorithm outperforms these two versions of GKO. When applying this algorithm to the special case of inversion of Trummer-like matrices, several small optimizations reduce the total number of operations needed. 
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